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Introduction 

Military activity in the North: Some background 

information   

Security and cooperation: Future scenarios 

An Ukrainian „spill-over“? 2014‘s implications 

What is „Arctic Security“? 



Spectacular headlines guaranteed… 

„resource / climate conflict“ narratives are rather common 

in the media 

some Arctic researchers have adopted them 
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Arctic „militarization“: Facts vs. Fiction 

military activity has increased again, but is still moderate 

tasks are more of „constabulary“  than of „military“ nature 

SAR, surveillance, border patrols etc. 

„military diplomacy“, joint excercises 

no aggressive intentions, no „arms race“! 
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Arctic Futures: Scenario Analysis 

Brigham, Lawson W.: Thinking about the Arctic‘s 

Future: Scenarios for 2040. 

 The Futurist September-October 2007, S.27-34 

Global Business Network: The Future of Arctic Maritime 

Navigation in Mid-Century. Scenario Narratives, 2008  

European Defense Agency: Naval 

Challenges in the Arctic Region, 2013  

Humrich, Christoph / Wolf, Klaus Dieter: 

From Meltdown to Showdown?, 2012   
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Arctic Futures (1): The GBN projection 

focussing on Arctic shipping; 

two key factors defined, four scenarios illustrated 
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Arctic Futures (2): A further attempt 

high interest 

weak 
institutionalisation 

low interest 

Arctic Saga 
rules and norms provide framework for 

cooperation; 

ecologic and economic interests are in balance; 

low conflict potential 

Arctic National Park 
only few economic incentives, but high density 

of regulations;  

nature conservation scenario, low conflict 

potential 

Terra Incognita 
little regulation, hardly any human activity; 

no conflict potential 

Gold Rush 
„Race to the Pole“, possibly flanked by military 

operations; 

no room for environmental / indigene interests; 

increased conflict potential 

I 

IV III 

II 
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2014: Still an Arctic Saga ahead? 

NATO-Russian military cooperation has been halted 

Russian-Western relationship has reached a low due to Ukrainian situation 

mutual political trust is foreseeably damaged  

BUT 

„Novaya Zemlya is not Crimea“ 

Russia would not reasonably benefit from any Arctic confrontation 

A peaceful, yet maybe less trustful Arctic cooperation is still 

the most probable future scenario!    

cooperation is proven for years 
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Arctic Security: A „Layered Cake“ (1) 
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Arctic Security: A „Layered Cake“ (2) 
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No brief „yes“ or „no“ answer possible! 

„Is the Arctic a secure region?“ 

Depends on:  

- Who asks the question? 

- Who answers? 

- What understanding of „security“ do both have? 

Nota bene: From a national security / military point 

of view, the Arctic still remains a „secure“ and 

stable area! 
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Thank you for your attention! 

Golo M. Bartsch 

golo.bartsch@ecologic.eu 

golomortenbartsch@bundeswehr.org 

…and look out for our forthcoming 

publication: 

www.planungsamt.bundeswehr.de 


